Yr3 Learning Letter - Friday 23rd November 2018
Valerie’s Class
English
In English this week, the children have immersed themselves into
our new text, The Green Ship and made innovative predictions
about what would happen next. From reading just a few
paragraphs of the text, they gained motivation to write a story
completely independently using a given starter. To understand
the story, how the characters are feeling and their thoughts, the
technique of freeze frame and thought tapping was used. In
pairs the children were able to role play and describe their
thoughts and feelings at that moment when the teacher tapped
their shoulder. Having modelled the sentence starters and
language they should use, the children did well to use this to
develop their oracy ⋅ the ability to express oneself fluently and
grammatically in speech. Their “freeze frame” showed good body
language and were empathetic. The children are developing their
analytical skills and are able to get inside a character to try to
understand their thoughts and feelings as well as why the
characters make certain choices.

Maths
The children continue to develop their skills in maths to
understand and calculate word and number problems using
addition and subtraction. This week they progressed to adding
and subtracting 3- and 3-digit with and without recombining (e.g.
taking from the Tens when there aren’t sufficient ones to perform
the subtraction; creating a ten in the ones column and moving it
to the tens column). They are confident representing a
calculation using the bar model. Learning was also extended for
children to estimate their answers before calculating and to use
inverse operations to check their answer.

I’m sure your child will

be happy to share their learning with you.
Foundation
This week in science, the children learned about plants and the
functions of the different parts of a plant. We set up an
experiment to learn about how plants drink and will be observing
this for one week. The children have predicted what they think
will happen.

Home Learning
Maths
Continue learning the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 times tables in sequence
and randomly.
1.Jimmy has 158 Lego cards. His brother has 5 less cards. How
many cards does his brother have?
1.Make reasonable estimates for the answer to the following
problems. 2.Use a method of your choice to add and subtract.
3.Use a bar model to represent your calculation.
Liz purchased 647 pencils to share between all the classes. When
she had finished distributing them, there were 128 left. How many
pencils altogether did Liz give to the classes?
For the chocolate tombola, class A brought in 987g of chocolates.
Class B brought 268g less chocolates. What was the weight of
class B’s chocolates?
Spellings
Remember to keep practising your beautiful handwriting.

